What’s New @ the Library

Inside Story by Martin Amis
The Gift of the Magpie by Donna Andrews
Make Russia Great Again by Christopher Buckley
A Dog’s Perfect Christmas by Bruce Cameron
Return to Virgin River by Robyn Carr
The Sentinel : a Jack Reacher Novel by Lee Child
Christmas at the Island Hotel by Jenny Colgan
Plain Bad Heroines by Emily Danforth
The Silence by Don Delillo
The Last Agent by Robert Dugoni
The Noel Letters by Richard Paul Evans
The Lying Life of Adults by Elena Ferrante
The Wonder Boy of Whistle Stop by Fannie Flagg
House of Correction by Nicci French
A Garland of Bones by Carolyn Haines
Sucker Punch by Laurell K. Hamilton
Dune : the Duke of Caladan by Brian Herbert
Magic Lessons : the Prequel to Practical Magic by Alice Hoffman
Invisible Girl by Lisa Jewell
Truly, Madly, Deeply by Karen Kingsbury
Love Your Life by Sophie Kinsella
Fifty Words for Rain by Asha Lemmie
Jingle All the Way by Debbie Macomber
Goodnight, Beautiful by Aimee Molloy
Three Women Disappear by James Patterson
My Time to Shine by Kiki Swinson
The Cold Millions by Jess Walter
Memorial by Bryan Washington
Shakeup by Stuart Woods

See a book you want to read? Login into your library account and place the title on hold or call us at 586-469-6200 and we can place the hold for you.

When your hold is ready for pick up we will call you. Come in and browse our enlarged New-Book Area, pick up your hold, use our new self-checkout station or bring your books to the desk and we can complete your check-out. If you would like contactless pick-up just give us a call and it can be arranged.
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Amulet
Attack of the Unknown
Blue Ridge
Book Week
Christmas at the Plaza
Cut Throat City
Darkness Falls
DC’s Stargirl : Complete First Season
Downhill
End of Sentence
Extract
5 Years Apart
Forgiven
The Great : Season One
Masterpiece : Van der Valk
Monster Class : Halloween
Nice Girl Like You
Odd Man Rush
One Night in Bancock
Ouija Mummy
Relic
The Secret Garden
Sometimes Always Never
The Tax Collector
Thanksgiving Dance 2
Waiting for the Barbarians

See a movie you want to watch? Login into your library account and place the title on hold or call us at 586-469-6200 and we can place the hold for you. You can now place holds on new movies!

When your hold is ready for pick up we will call you. Come in and browse our enlarged New-Book Area, pick up your hold, use our new self-checkout station or bring your books to the desk and we can complete your check-out. If you would like contactless pick-up just give us a call and it can be arranged.
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My Brother, Muhammad Ali : by Rahaman Ali
American Crisis : Leadership Lessons from COVID-19 Crisis by Andrew Coumo
The Gift : 12 Lessons to Save Your Life by Edith Eger
Cary Grant : A Brilliant Disguise by Scott Eyman
Self-Defense Handbook by Sam Fury
Make Me Rain : Poems & Prose by Nikki Giovanni
Pie Academy : Master the Perfect Crust and Fillings by Ken Haedrich
Higher Right, Fire Right : a Leader’s Guide by Roxi Bahar Hewertson
Snow Killings : Inside the Oakland County Child Killer Investigation by Marney Rich Keenan
Let Love Rule by Lenny Kravitz
The Spider Inside : Inside the Criminal Web by Barry Levine
The New Rules of Aging Well by Frank Lipman
Greenlights by Matthew McConaughey
War : How Conflict Shaped Us by Margaret McMillan
His Truth is Marching on : John Lewis by Jon Meacham
Vagina Problems : Endometriosis, Painful Sex and other... by Lara Parker
The Dead Are Arising : The Life of Malcom X by Les Payne
She Came By it Natural : Dolly Parton & the Women Who Lived Her Songs
The Upswing : How America Came Together a Century Ago and How We Can Do It Again by Robert Putnam
Kentucky Bourbon Country : the Essential Travel Guide by Susan Reigler
Is This Anything? by Jerry Seinfeld
The Modern Witches Guide to Self-Care by Tenae Stewart

See a book you want to read? Login into your library account and place the title on hold or call us at 586-469-6200 and we can place the hold for you.

When your hold is ready for pick up we will call you. Come in and browse our enlarged New-Book Area, pick up your hold, use our new self-checkout station or bring your books to the desk and we can complete your check-out. If you would like contactless pick-up just give us a call and it can be arranged.
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Our Favorite of the Year by A.E. Ali
Sing With Me by Lucy McGee by Mary Amato
The Case of the Missing Noodles by William Anthony
Plan Your Year : Homeschool Planning for Purpose and Peace
All About the United States : Flash Cards
The One and Only Bob by Katherine Applegate
The Canyons Edge by Dusti Bowling
Common Critters : The Wildlife in Your Backyard by Pat Brisson
Channel Kindness : Stories of Kindness & Community
My Life in the Fish Tank by Barbara Dee
Disney Learning : Alphabet : Flash Cards
Gravity by Meg Gaertner
The Next Great Jane by K.L. Going
Learn About Clouds by Goiriz Golkar
Bugs for Kids : Family Friendly Activities by John Guyton
We Will Rock Our Classmates by Ryan Higgins
Homeschool for Dummies by Jennifer Kaufeld
Calm : Mindfulness Flash Cards for Kids by Wynne Kinter
Sara and the Search for Normal by Wesley King
Lone Wolf by Sarah Kurpiel
A Ceiling Made of Eggshells by Gail Carson Levine
More Than Just a Pretty Face by Syed M. Masood
Midnight Sun by Stephenie Meyer
Holiday by Natalie Nelson
Hello, Little One : a Monarch Butterfly Story by Zenna Pliska
Rescuing Mrs. Birdley by Aaron Reynolds
Memoirs of a Tortoise by Devon Scillian
Under My Tree by Muriel Tallandier
Bee Fearless : Dream Like a Kid by Mikaila Ulmer
Together We Grow by Susan Vaught

See a book you want to read? Login into your library account and place the title on hold or call us at 586-469-6200 and we can place the hold for you.

When your hold is ready for pick up we will call you. Come in and browse our enlarged New-Book Area, pick up your hold, use our new self-checkout station or bring your books to the desk and we can complete your check-out. If you would like contactless pick-up just give us a call and it can be arranged.
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